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Editorial

T

oday more than ever, IHES can confirm its avant-garde status in science. It relies
resolutely on excellence but also on the youth of its professors and researchers. And it
needs everyone to contribute to the funding of its development projects.

IHES has recently distinguished itself with the remarkable progress achieved by its permanent
professors. Thibault Damour’s theoretical work on gravitational waves can be highlighted,
amongst many other successes: the third observation of these waves has confirmed the
importance of the analytical EOB method, born at IHES. Laurent Lafforgue has shown that
Langlands conjectures are equivalent to combinatorial formulas, which are noncommutative
generalisations of the Poisson formula. Hugo Duminil-Copin has published first rate contributions
on percolation and Potts and Ising models in statistical physics. Maxim Kontsevich pursued his
seminal work on mirror symmetry, Hodge theory and symplectic geometry. As for Vasily Pestun,
he has obtained striking results on quiver elliptic W-algebras.
IHES’ results draw heavily on recruiting young talent. The average age of permanent professors
when they are recruited to IHES is 31. That is precisely how old Hugo Duminil-Copin was when
he joined IHES in September 2016. Far from being a risky choice for IHES, the deliberate bias
towards young researchers is a great asset: 7 of the 10 mathematics professors are Fields
medallists. The number of very high level young researchers is also crucial: we have around
15 postdocs and half a dozen PhD students at the Institute at any given time, supervised by
professors and the director. The annual summer school is another example of how the Institute
relies on the youth of researchers: since 2006, it has welcomed over 100 young researchers
every July.
IHES can only retain its avant-garde position by undertaking significant development projects,
a couple of examples, among others, being the creation of two permanent professor posts
and a new building. They clearly show the importance of the new fundraising campaign being
prepared to support the expansion of the Institute.
I am confident that you will join those who have decided to support the remarkable work of
IHES at the avant-garde of science.

Jean-Claude Trichet,
Campaign Committee Member and Cercle des Mécènes Member
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events

A conference in honour
of Masaki Kashiwara
A conference was held at IHES from 6 to 9 June 2017 to celebrate
the 70th birthday of a great mathematician of our time,
Masaki Kashiwara.

A

professor at RIMS in the
University of Kyoto, where he
spent most of his career and
became its director, M. Kashiwara
is the most illustrious representative of the
Mikio Sato algebraic analysis school. The
breadth and significance of Kashiwara’s work
being considerable, we will mention here only
a few of the topics relating to the conference.
He established the theory of analytic
D-modules in his Master’s dissertation,
obtained its main results and founded the
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for regular
holonomic D-modules. With P. Schapira,
he created the microlocal theory of sheaves
then that of ind-sheaves, concepts which are

now central to many areas of mathematics.
The microlocal theory of sheaves has, for
example, recently become an important
tool in symplectic topology and the theory
of ind-sheaves was instrumental in the
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for irregular
holonomic D-modules.
The idea of holding an event in honour of
Masaki arose in Japan, when the organisers
(M. Kontsevich, P. Schapira and I) were taking
part in a thematic trimester in Sendai in April
2016. Many of the conference presentations
were on recent developments in algebraic
analysis, algebraic and arithmetic geometry,
derived algebraic geometry and Riemann-

Statistics/Learning in Paris

S. Arlot

A

Sylvain Arlot spent a year part-time at the Institute in 2016,
as part of an agreement between Université Paris-Sud and
IHES, enabling young lecturer-researchers to spend time
at the Institute, with no teaching duties. In particular, he
had organised in 2016 the "Statistics/Learning" conference,
which was held again at IHES on 19 January 2017.

s a mathematician, the topics that
deal with processing and analysing
data are included in “statistics” but
in more of a computing approach
we often speak of “machine learning.” The
title “Statistics/Learning” indicates a wish to
bring together people who are from different
disciplines and use a different vocabulary, while
sharing the same interests. This year, the fact
that the conference was co-organised with G.
Charpiat - a computer scientist - meant that
speakers with more diverse profiles could be
invited.

The topic of data processing and analysis, what
we call “data science” is very present in the ParisSaclay perimeter. There is a large community,
with a strong mathematical component which
has just been set up and works on common
areas of interest, with each person contributing
to them from a different point of view. It includes
mathematicians and computer scientists who
work on various locations, the campus being
very big and not well connected yet. This makes
it very important to create opportunities for
meetings and exchanges, hence the idea for the
conference.

The conference attracted many young people
to the Institute not only as participants but
also as speakers. The objective was clearly to
choose young researchers who had just arrived
in Paris-Saclay to be speakers. They will be the
ones who will enable the community working on
data science to grow, especially V. Perchet (ENS
Paris-Saclay) and M. Lerasle (CNRS, Université
Paris-Sud and École polytechnique).

Even if statistics are not very present at IHES,
it is an ideal place for mathematicians to
meet. The Institute is a reference point for all
mathematicians in the region, added to which is
the fact that we are very much encouraged and
helped by its administrative staff and director in
organising the conference.
Sylvain Arlot, professor at Université Paris-Sud
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M. Kashiwara

Hilbert correspondence. In fact, M. Kashiwara
presented his very latest work on the RiemannHilbert correspondence in the irregular case.
Another
conference
in
honour
of
M. Kashiwara took place at RIMS in Kyoto
at the end of June 2017. It was mainly on
quantum groups and representation theory,
areas in which M. Kashiwara’s contributions
have been just as fundamental and rich. The
RIMS conference complemented the IHES
one both thematically and geographically.
Giuseppe Dito, senior lecturer at the
Bourgogne Mathematics Institute

Cours de l’IHES
The 2016-2017 videos are on
YouTube:

Jason Miller
Equivalence of Liouville
Quantum Gravity and the
Brownian Map
(September 2016)

Shou-Wu Zhang,
Faltings Heights and L-series
(October 2016)

Christophe Soulé
On the Arakelov Theory of
Arithmetic Surfaces
(March 2017)

Hugo Duminil-Copin
Sharp Threshold Phenomena
in Statistical Physics
(April 2017)

Maxim Kontsevich
Resurgence and Quantization
(May 2017)

events

Les Amis
de l’IHES
T. Damour was once again the invited
speaker on 10 November 2016 to
talk about a topic that had made
scientific news in 2015-2016: "Ondes
graviationnelles et trous noirs binaires".
Their detection had indeed brought
the first direct proof of the existence
of both gravitational waves and black
holes and introduced a new way of
observing the Universe: gravitational
wave astronomy. The conference
venue was packed and the audience
comprised both association members
and science enthusiasts from Buressur-Yvette who had come for the
occasion.

P. Scholze

Hadamard Lectures
This year, the Hadamard Lectures organised by the Foundation of the same
name, were given by P. Scholze from 27 March to 14 April at IHES.

P

T. Damour

On 9 March, P. Cartier and V. Poénaru
invited an industry executive, F.
Barbaresco, engineer at Thales Land
& Air System to make a fairly technical
presentation on "Le radar digital : les
structures géométriques de l’information
électromagnétique".
In keeping with its promise to bring
the number of events to three each
year, Les Amis de l’IHES then invited
A.-S. Paumier, a postdoc researching
the mathematical history of IHES. Her
conference on 4 May, "Quel(s) lieu(x)
pour quelle(s) mathématique(s) ?"
introduced some of the intellectual,
scientific and also very practical
aspects that led Léon Motchane and his
advisers to design and build IHES.
Valentin Poénaru,
Amis de l’IHES Chairman

. Scholze is a young German
mathematician, professor at Bonn
University, whose work has had
considerable influence over large swathes
of arithmetic geometry these past few years.
His first series of lectures (October-November
2011) launched the rebirth of the IHES
Arithmetic and Algebraic Geometry lectures
at IHES. On that occasion, he had presented
his brand new theory of perfectoids as well
as one of its more spectacular applications:
the demonstration of the monodromy-weight
conjecture for complete intersections of
smooth and projective toric varieties. His
ideas have been hugely successful and an
entire school has been created around the
techniques that he has carried on developing
ever since. The Hadamard Lectures were a
very natural continuation of this process.

of the vast programme of the geometrisation
of local Langlands correspondence in unequal
characteristics inspired by the work that
V. Lafforgue had himself presented at
IHES during a lecture series in March-April
2013. He focused particularly on making a
more detailed outline of a theory of etale
cohomology for new geometric objects he
calls diamonds and establishing several
basic results for it (defining constructible
coefficients, duality, base change, etc.). He
also explained how these techniques should
enable various conjectures for some models
of Shimura varieties to be solved.

For this new series of lectures, P. Scholze had
chosen to speak of some of the deepest aspects

Ahmed Abbes,
CNRS Research Director at IHES

Given the scale of the programme sketched
out and its likely developments, we can wager
that this second series of lectures will not be
the last!

Paris-Tunis Seminar
The mathematical schools of France and Tunisia have long been in close contact, as evidenced by
the large number of Tunisian doctoral students in France, the many mathematical collaborations
and joint activities, not forgetting the significant diaspora of Tunisian mathematicians working in
France.
The new video seminar, organised jointly by IHES and the Mediterranean Institute for the
Mathematical Sciences (MIMS), aims to maintain and reinforce these links with regular meetings.
It will take place three times a year simultaneously at IHES and MIMS and will examine different
topics each time. Each session will comprise two presentations on the chosen topic of the day, one
coming from Paris and one from Tunis.
Ahmed Abbes, CNRS Research Director at IHES and Mohamed Ali Jendoubi, IPEST, Tunis
4 | BOIS-MARIE

events

Itzykson Seminar
The Hadamard Mathematics Labex set up the "Itzykson Seminar" in 2012. Its objective is to
present current developments in mathematical physics. It is intended for Master’s and PhD
students, postdocs and non-specialised researchers, be they mathematicians or physicists. A
typical seminar attracts around 60 participants.
Each session takes place at IHES, over one day, and focuses on a particular topic. An introductory
lecture is given in the morning, providing a historical overview of the problem being studied,
setting out the issues and the basis for mathematical formulation. There are more specialised
presentations in the afternoons - given by mathematicians or physicists - aiming at a deeper
understanding of particular aspects of the day’s theme.
The latest seminar, in April 2017, was on the analysis of resurgent series and their importance
in quantum field theory and in string theory. The day started with a lecture by M. Mariño (Univ.
de Genève) on non-perturbative effects in quantum theory. The afternoon saw presentations by
S. Gukov (Univ. de Caltech) on resurgence and modular invariance, followed by M. Kontsevich
(IHES), who presented his work on the semi-infinite topology of the complexified path integral.
The day ended with a presentation by R. Schiappa (Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisbon / CERN),
who expounded some of the points covered in the morning.
The seminar is currently organised by N. Curien, T. Damour, M. Kontsevich, K. Mallick,
S. Nonnenmacher and myself. The programme of past and future seminars can be found on
https://www.fondation-hadamard.fr/fr/seminaire-itzykson.

Last minute
news
A permanent professor since
September 2016, Hugo DuminilCopin has been awarded the Loeve
Prize by the University of California,
Berkeley and the Grand Prix Jacques
Herbrand de l’Académie des
Sciences. The European Research
Council has also granted him a
prestigious ERC Starting Grant.
These three new international
distinctions, which reward young
researchers, highlight the excellence
of his work. They confirm the
recruitment policy of the Institute,
which has always banked on young
permanent professors (31 years old
on average, and Hugo’s age when he
arrived at the Institute).

Pierre Vanhove, Research Engineer at CEA

Huawei-IHES Workshop on the role of mathematics
in Information and Communication Technologies
The third Huawei-IHES workshop took place on 24 April 2017, as part of a series of annual meetings with
researchers from the Huawei Mathematical and Algorithmic Sciences lab in Paris.

T

he centre was founded in 2014
with over 70 mathematicians and
develops
algorithms
and
new
mathematical concepts with applications
in 4.5G, 5G, network virtualisation and big
data for networks. The meetings are open
to external participants, enabling Huawei
researchers to present their mathematical
issues in Information and Communication
Technologies and to discuss recent progress
in various mathematical fields.

and Videos" presented their recent work
in the field of machine learning, which was
followed by a question and answer session
with participants. The workshop ended
with a panel session with participants and
speakers, facilitated by E. Ullmo and myself,

This year, discussions focused on the potential
of new mathematical tools in artificial
intelligence to create new technological
breakthroughs
for
telecommunication
networks. Invited speakers, N. Paragios
(CentraleSupelec) "Data Mining Though
Higher
Order
Probabilistic
Graphical
Models", H. Li (Huawei) "Building Better
Connected World with Artificial Intelligence
Technologies", G. Wainrib (Owkin) "Transfer
Learning and Collaborative AI" and J. Ponce
(Ecole Normale Superieure and Inria) "Weakly
Supervised Structure Discovery in Images

which provided answers to the question:
"Are we seeing the dawn of a fundamental
mathematical theory of artificial intelligence?"
Mérouane Debbah, Director of the Mathematical and Algorithmic Sciences Lab, Huawei

J. Ponce
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events

New associate
professors
SCHLUMBERGER CHAIR
FOR MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
Raymond E. Goldstein,
physicist at Cambridge
University (United Kingdom).
His research interests are in
nonlinear statistical physics with a
specific focus on biological physics,
both theoretical and experimental.
Annick Harel-Bellan,
research director at CNRS.
She was the director of the
Integrative Biology and Molecular
Genetics (SBI-GeM) unit at CEA,
in which she led the Epigenetics
and Cancer lab and the Epigenetic
Aspects of Cell Proliferation and
Differentiation team.
Nader Masmoudi (in 2018),
mathematician at New
York University (USA). His
research expands L. Landau’s work
on Landau damping and L. Euler’s
on fluid statics. This research on
hydrostatic equations is considered
as important by scientists like
C. Villani. His work involves
probability, analysis and geometry.

ISRAEL GELFAND CHAIR
OF MATHEMATICS

S. Solodukhin

D. Page

V. Rosenhaus

J. Barbon

"Black Holes, Quantum Information,
Entanglement and all that"

T

he workshop "Blackholes, Quantum
Information, Entanglement and all that"
was held at IHES from May 29th to June
st
1 . Its objective was to bring together leading
researchers in these diverse, intersecting and
frontier areas of research from both France
and abroad. The conference started with three
review talks. J. Barbon (Autonoma Univ. of
Madrid) described the various incarnations of
the so called "black hole information paradox",
relating them to concepts in quantum
information theory. D. Page (Univ. of Alberta)
gave a tour of quite a few of the time scales
involved in the physics of black holes. The
survey extended over, a mind boggling, 197
orders of magnitude. This put in perspective
the audacity of the researchers and the
magnitude of the challenges facing them.
V. Rosenhaus (KITP, Univ. of California, SantaBarbara) lectured about the properties of the
recently extensively studied SYK quantum
mechanical model. He pointed out the almost
conformal Infrared features of the model and
related them to a bulk theory of almost two
dimensional gravity theory with a negative
cosmological constant. The model exhibits
several interesting features including a
relation to strong chaos.

This was followed by several days of lectures
in these fields. The content reflected both
the diversity and unity of the topics studied.
The complete program can be found in
https://indico.math.cnrs.fr/event/2273/
other-view?view=IHEStimetable.
Several
lectures described studies of the properties
of black holes: their microstates (I. Bena),
their chaos (B. Craps) and a pioneering risk
free traversing of their wormhole was offered
(J. Maldacena). In addition there were reports
on the results of probing the interior of
black holes, their thermalization mechanism
(K.
Papadodimas),
their
horizons
(S. Solodukhin), their formation in collisions
(G. Veneziano) and their memory retention
properties (G. Gibbons). New aspects of
various large N systems which may be related
also to black hole physics were outlined
(V. Rivasseau, R. Gurau, F. Ferrari). Studies
of relations between black holes and gravity
to fluid dynamics (J. de Boer), solid state
systems (D. Shepelyansky) and systems not in
equilibrium (J. Kurchan) were also described.
The conference was organized by T. Damour,
V. Pestun and E. Rabinovici.
Eliezer Rabinovici, associate professor
at IHES, Louis Michel Chair
for Theoretical Physics

Sergiu Klainerman,
mathematician at Princeton
University (USA). An analyst
of partial differential equations,
he works on general relativity. His
current research is directed at the
mathematical theory of black holes.
He also works on the dynamical
formation of trapped surfaces and
singularities.
Dennis Gaitsgory (in
2018), mathematician at
Harvard University (USA).
His research area is the geometric
Langlands program.

G. Veneziano and R. Russo
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interview

Interview with

David Ruelle
Science historian Anne-Sandrine-Paumier (IHES) spoke with David
Ruelle of his memories of IHES in the 1960s, often considered to be
the IHES Golden Age. The interview can be found on the Institute’s
YouTube channel.
You are David Ruelle, a mathematical
physicist, and you joined IHES in 1964.
Could you explain why you chose to come
here?
Let me start at the beginning. My university
studies took place in Belgium, which was
then my home country. I started with two
years of civil engineering, then switched to
physics and mathematics, ending up with
a PhD in physics from the Free University
of Brussels in 1959. I spent time at the ETH
(Federal Institute of Technology) in Zurich
before and after my PhD, and that is where
my scientific research career really started.
In 1962, I moved for two years to the Institute
for Advanced Study in Princeton, at the end of
which I could either stay in the US or go back
to Zurich. Then another possibility presented
itself: a new institute called IHES in Bures
sur Yvette. My wife was in favour of Bures
because it was in France, and I accepted a
permanent position there. As it turned out the
place was fantastically good from a scientific
viewpoint, and very pleasantly located. The
financial situation of IHES was bordering on
the catastrophic, but that didn’t worry me too
much because science in those days was
rather different from what it is now: there were
few research scientists and there was a lot
of money. So, I moved to IHES which was a
great place, but kept ready to jump to another
country if IHES should collapse. This attitude
has served me well throughout my career.

You want to talk about the Golden
Period at the Institut des Hautes Etudes
Scientifiques. Have you known other
golden periods at other places?
I have been in the academic world for over 60
years, in various countries, and I have seen a
number of normally good places and a few
great ones. The difference is that in the great
places I really felt pushed forward intellectually
by interactions with other people. It may

happen that a single scientist creates a great
place around him in his field of competence.
That was the case with R. Jost in quantum
field theory at the ETH in Zurich in the 1960’s,
and is the case with J. Lebowitz in statistical
mechanics at Rutgers University to this day.
A multidisciplinary great place may also arise
when several scientists share the responsibility
of scientific organization. A superb example
was the Institute for Advanced Study (IAS)
in Princeton when I visited there from 1962
to 1964. At that time T.D. Lee, C.N. Yang,
F. Dyson, J.R. Oppeinheimer, and others were
around in physics. Another superb example
was IHES when I joined A. Grothendieck,
R. Thom and L. Michel a “permanent member”
there in 1964. “Permanent members” is the
name given to IHES faculty, there were also
temporary visitors. Unfortunately, great places
do not stay great forever, and when I returned
to the IAS in Princeton in 1970-1971 there
was a dispute raging between physicists
and mathematicians so that the place was
no longer great as far as I was concerned.

D. Ruelle in 1990s'
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D. Ruelle in 2015'

IHES also had a period of crisis in 1970, when
Grothendieck left and I decided to take a year
off in Princeton. But apart from that IHES has
enjoyed several decades of greatness, which
I think of as the Golden Period of IHES, to
which I shall restrict myself.

What makes a place great rather than just
good?
First you need to start with good people.
Since I was one of these people it may sound
arrogant for me to say so, but the fact is that
all IHES permanent members had names
known at the international level because of
their work. You don’t make a great place with
mediocre people. The permanent members at
IHES period of greatness were certainly not
mediocre. This has remained true, and today’s
IHES permanent members stand comparison
quite well for instance with the faculty at
the IAS in Princeton. Let me add that Léon
Motchane, the first director of IHES, was
certainly not a mediocre person either.

interview

D. Ruelle in 1982

IHES started with good people. What else?
reached by the permanent members of IHES
There is no simple recipe to ensure that you
were ahead of fashion.
will obtain a great place. But in the beginning
IHES had a great asset: following the model
of the IAS in Princeton, the scientific decisions
Is it really that easy to make the right
were taken by the faculty. This means that the
choices of scientific policy?
permanent members used their international
It is not easy at all. Going ahead of fashion
connections to seek out established good
means that you risk being wrong, but if you just
scientists or new
follow fashion you
talents to visit us
are certain to remain
"Going ahead of fashion
in Bures sur Yvette.
somewhat mediocre.
The
quality
of
There were heated
means that you risk
people who came is
discussions between
being wrong, but if you
impressive, with for
the
permanent
just follow fashion you
example J.-P. Serre
members and the
or I. Segal staying for
director in what was
are certain to remain
a year. My wife has a
then the Scientific
somewhat mediocre."
list of those we had
Committee of IHES.
for dinner at home:
It is tempting to
this includes F. Dyson, E. Wigner, R. Peierls,
remove the heated discussions and avoid
and many many more.
trouble. But one is then likely to remove the
greatness of the science one is trying to get
going.
Why not let the scientific decisions be
taken by administrators, based on advice
given by scientific specialists?
What did you, David Ruelle, get out of IHES
An able administrator will ask specialists to
Golden Period?
rate application lambda versus application
When I came to IHES I was working on
lambda prime, but one can do better: forget
equilibrium statistical mechanics, an area of
lambda and lambda prime and seek out AA.
theoretical physics which has a remarkably
The early IHES permanent members were not
rich underlying mathematical structure. In
specialists. Grothendieck pointedly said that
particular, with R. Dobrushin and O. Lanford
he was a generalist, not a specialist. When the
we obtained a local-global understanding
decisions of scientific policy are taken after
of the infinite volume equilibrium states (the
discussion between the competent people
name DLR equation was later introduced
who will implement them you obtain a coherent
to describe our result). I wrote two books
program. Where an able administrator can
on the structure of equilibrium statistical
take decisions that follow fashion, the decision
mechanics. At the same time, I listened to
8 | BOIS-MARIE

talks by R. Thom on differentiable dynamical
systems, a completely different subject.
I also interacted with S. Smale and his
collaborators who taught me the theory of
hyperbolic dynamical systems, developed
in part by Russian mathematicians. Then a
miracle occurred: the Russian Y. Sinai found
a deep relation between equilibrium statistical
mechanics and hyperbolic dynamics based
on what he called Markov partitions. This
opened a whole new field in which I had the
competence to work. I introduced the concept
of transfer operators, contributed to the study
of Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen measures, etc. These
ideas were important for the understanding
of hydrodynamic turbulence, the theory of
chaos, ... and this in a nutshell is a summary
of my work at IHES during the Golden Years.

Could you explain the place and role of
IHES, in those days, in relation to French
science and also more internationally?
The statutes of IHES did not indicate any
specific role in French science. Such a role
emerged from personal relations of the
permanent members with French colleagues.
In mathematics, there were series of talks: the
séminaire Thom, the séminaire Grothendieck,
and later the séminaire Deligne etc., which
were well attended by people from Orsay, Paris,
and also international visitors like S. Smale
and B. Mazur. Grothendieck and later Deligne
had a number of students-collaborators. In
physics, there was a seminar which I started
and which was soon joined by L. Michel and
later other permanent members. This was
more like a physics colloquium (physics in a

interview
very wide sense): we asked talks from all kinds
of international visitors to the Paris region (B.
Mandelbrot is a typical example). The physics
seminars were well attended by people from
Orsay, Saclay, etc., who came whenever the
speaker or the title of the talk interested them.
There was also an intense interaction between
permanent IHES members and international
visitors. The DLR equations mentioned earlier
resulted from my collaboration with Lanford
who was then a visitor; as to Dobrushin
he could not leave the Soviet Union but we
corresponded and exchanged publications.

You were a colleague of Alexander
Grothendieck at IHES for several years.
What can you say about him?
Grothendieck is one of several examples
of people who made an extraordinary
contribution to science and had otherwise a
difficult life, like Galileo or Turing. The way in
which Grothendieck abandoned mathematics
also reminds me of the poet Arthur Rimbaud
who abandoned a literary career for some
obscure traffic in East Africa. One could
also mention Newton and his various extrascientific preoccupations. The names just
mentioned indicate a life centered not on
pursuing a successful career but on trying
to achieve something general which was
important to Grothendieck, Rimbaud and
Newton.

Let us return to Grothendieck. He was the
Let me interrupt my discussion of Grothendieck
son of a Russian anarchist traded during the
with a personal story. Early in my career I
second word war by the French authorities
received a letter asking if I would accept a
to the German authorities, and killed in
certain little scientific prize; I answered politely
Auschwitz (on top of being an anarchist he
that I didn’t care for scientific prizes and forgot
was also a Jew). Grothendieck himself was
about the matter. Then I received a further
not an active anarchist, but he didn’t show
letter saying: "congratulations, you have won
the healthy respect of authorities which
the X prize!" and I felt that I couldn’t refuse it.
keeps you out of trouble. Politically he was
Later I progressively understood that surviving
incredibly naive. Having personally interacted
in the world of high-level scientific research
with Grothendieck, studied some (small)
required accepting prizes, becoming member
part of his mathematics, and read part of his
of academies, and so on. Grothendieck would
nonmathematical writings, I think I have a
have said that I got corrupted. More interesting
unified view of who he
for me than prizes
was. The person who
were hiking and
wrote: "For my whole
camping trips that I
"Grothendieck is one
life my ambition as
made, mostly alone,
of several examples
a
mathematician,
in remote parts of
of people who made
or rather my joy
Mexico, Iran, Ecuador,
and passion, have
etc. To me these were
an extraordinary
important personal
contribution to science." constantly been to
discover
evident
experiences,
but
things" ... is the same
when I talked about
person who was politically incredibly naive.
these trips to colleagues, they often thought
The person with the power of decision to create
that I was boasting about physical prowesses
whole new branches of mathematics is the
(which was absolutely not the case). So, I
same who had little respect for authorities. The
refrained from talking about my hiking trips, or
person who spent days and nights developing
about reading Abelard’s Historia Calamitatum
a mathematical world is the same who quit
in latin, or about other things important for
mathematics and spent his time doing what he
me. In this way I have survived better in the
called meditation. Grothendieck did not "leave
scientific world than Grothendieck, Galileo, or
mathematics and become insane", he pursued
Turing, not by being scientifically better, but by
a life quest which was essential to him
being a trifle more prudent.

 Biography
Born in Ghent (Belgium) in 1935, his primary and secondary education took place in Mons,
where he also undertook civil engineering studies and obtained the diploma of civil engineer
candidate at Faculté Polytechnique de Mons in 1955. He obtained the same year additional
diplomas equivalent to mathematical sciences and physical sciences candidate, at Université
Libre de Bruxelles.
He then studied in Brussels and obtained a bachelor’s degree in physical sciences in 1957
and a doctorate in physical sciences in 1959. The doctorate had been prepared with R. Jost
in Zurich.
After a year of military service in the Belgian infantry (1959-1960), he spent two years at
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale as research assistant, then as Privatdozent. He later became
a member of the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, for two years (1962-1964) and he
also returned there in 1970-1971. He has been a permanent professor of theoretical physics
at IHES since 1964, emeritus professor since 2000.
David Ruelle makes many major and lasting contributions to quantum field theory, statistical
mechanics and the theory of dynamical systems. More recently, apart from working on the
Lee-Yang theorem (on the zeros of certain polynomials appearing in equilibrium statistical
mechanics), he has focused mainly on the problem of linear response for differentiable
dynamical systems and on applications to non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
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A FEW KE Y DATES

1935

1959

1955

1964

Born in Ghent
(Belgium)

• Civil engineer
candidate
diploma at Faculté
polytechnique de
Mons
• Mathematical
sciences and
physical sciences
candidate diplomas
at Université Libre de
Bruxelles

Doctor in physical
sciences

Physics permanent
professor at IHES

2000

Emeritus professor
at IHES

tribute

Cécile DeWitt-Morette
IHES was sad to learn the passing of Cécile DeWitt-Morette
on 8 May 2017. An esteemed scientist, her work lay at the
border between mathematics and physics. Although she
pursed her career in the US, she remained very involved in
French scientific life. In particular, she was very active at
IHES, where she was a Board member from 1996 to 2014.
She was a woman who inspired admiration for more than her
international scientific stature; when she came to the Institute,
she would have friendly conversations with everyone. In order
to pay tribute to this exceptional woman, IHES has chosen
to publish Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat’s speech portraying her
friend, given at the ceremony where Cécile was elevated to
the rank of officer of the Legion of Honour, which the Institute
had been delighted to host in 2011.

Cécile created the Les Houches Summer School, has everyone
knows, it was the condition she had set herself for marrying a foreigner,
Bryce DeWitt. Cécile was able to build this school and run it thanks to
her energy, her determination and her understanding of human
relations, amongst others. She led the school for over twenty years and
it is still going strong today. Not only did she rescue French theoretical
physics from its moribund state, she also trained the greatest physicists
around the world: her astuteness in choosing topics and speakers, her
clear-sightedness, her courage and tenacity in organising work and
daily living are well known by all physicists and I need not dwell on this
subject any further. I will only add here the role Cécile played in the
creation of the wonderful Institute that is IHES, founded by the
businessman and mathematician, Motchane. (...)

everything else Cécile does, a great success. It marked the advent of
general relativity as a true physics theory, based on rapidly developing
mathematics: analysis on manifolds and non-linear partial differential
equations. The GRG Society, created at the instigation of the DeWitts,
now has over one thousand members and its triennial conferences
are held across the globe, attracting ever increasing numbers of
participants.

Having got to appreciate Cécile in Chapel Hill, I invited her to Paris.
She gave a series of conferences at the Institut Poincaré on her
favourite subject, the Feynman integral, which fascinated the audience,
myself included. Unfortunately, the difficulties of interpreting the
Feynman pathintegral in terms of standard rigorous mathematics were
discouraging to someone with my more down-to-earth mindset. In
It so happened that Cécile and I were in the same year in fifth grade
contrast, Cécile worked on what was then modern differential geometry
at the Lycée Victor Duruy in Paris, but in separate sections. I only
and even offered to translate into English a fairly elementary book I had
met Cécile twenty years later, when I went to see her at the Institut
written on the subject. I did not think it worthy of her and I suggested
Poincaré, on the advice of G. Darmois, to ask her to take part in her
instead that we write together a more comprehensive book that would
summer school for two weeks. The handsome young woman replied
also contain analysis and applications to physics, which could be used
very firmly: "the school is all (two months at the time) or nothing." It
by physicists. That was how we came to write Analysis, Manifolds and
was to be nothing.
Physics and then a second volume, 92 Applications, which became
Volume II in a subsequent, expanded
I only really got to know Cécile at
edition. It was a great pleasure to
the conference she had organised
write these books with Cécile. She
"Not only did she rescue French
in 1957 in Chapel Hill, the first one
is like me, even more so, in always
theoretical physics from its
ever held by the General Relativity
wanting to learn new things. She is a
moribund state, she also trained
and Gravitation (GRG) Society. Its
great worker who likes to take every
founding members were the great
task to completion, every calculation
the greatest physicists around the
relativists of the time: Wheeler,
in complete detail, and every theory
world thanks to her astuteness in
Lichnerowicz,
M.A.
Tonnelat,
in full generality.
Bergman, Fock and of course, Bryce
choosing topics and speakers."
DeWitt. He was a great physicist
But Cécile is also open to suggestions
and a man who loved adventure,
and her friendliness makes it very
one worthy of Cécile, although perhaps not always easy to live with,
pleasurable to work with her. Naturally, her remarkable interpersonal
but Cécile also knew how to manage family life – a husband and four
and organisational skills also contributed to the completion of our
daughters – which I also admired. The Chapel Hill conference was, like
books and their publication, just like they contributed to everything else
1 0 | BOIS-MARIE

tribute

A few memories of
the birth of IHES

Extracts of Cécile DeWitt-Morette’s speech
during the IHES 50th anniversary (2008)

Cécile Morette’s letter of mission allowing her to travel to Ireland and Great
Britain (1946). In an interview with Physics Today (2008), Cécile recalls in
detail her astonishing meeting with Dirac, and how he told her what he had
done during the war. She then joined the Institute for Advanced Study in
Dublin to work with Heitler.

she undertakes. Unfortunately for me, our different specialties brought
an end to our writing together but happily, not to our friendship. Cécile
had never given up her research on Feynman’s integral, which she had
started after meeting Dyson and Feynman in the United States; the
doctoral thesis that she prepared in Dublin then defended in Paris was
on a completely different topic. Cécile, together with her many students,
obtained deep and varied results on this beautiful and mysterious
integral. A number of them can be found in a book written with P. Cartier
on functional integration, published by Cambridge University Press.
After the passing of Bryce, Cécile also recently had a book published by
Springer: The pursuit of Quantum Gravity, memoirs of Bryce DeWitt.

On 10 March 1947, I unexpectedly received a telegram
from Oppenheimer, offering me a one-year post in the
Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. I later understood
that, in the spirit of the Marshall plan, Oppenheimer had
invited two young European researchers: Sheila Power from
Dublin and myself. In France, we were a handful of young
physicists who hardly knew one another, looking for
internships abroad to take part in the recent work taking
place in the US, Canada and in England; we were starting to
read this work but were unable to understand it, as we were
lacking a background in quantum and statistical physics
At the time, France was scientifically isolated. A number of
circumstances had contributed to its scientific decline:
-Q
 uantum mechanics was being developed in countries
where mechanics was attached to a physics department
and not to a mathematics one, as was the case in France.
-A
 s civil servants, professors could only be French.
-T
 here was no teaching at what later became the tertiary
level of education.
- Professors and students lived in different worlds and hardly
met.
The war dealt a severe blow to an already teetering edifice
but fundamental culture was excellent and renewal was rapid.
However, new institutions were needed to offer intensive
teaching on recent research, without any age or nationality
restrictions. Les Houches Physics Summer Schools was thus
created in 1951; IHES was the other institution that contributed
to scientific renewal in Europe and elsewhere in the world
soon after (…) Like Motchane, I felt the deep need for new
institutions but I was in more of a hurry. I had set myself the
task of creating a Physics Summer School in Les Houches
as a condition to marrying Bryce DeWitt. The resolution by
Grenoble University creating the school was dated 18 April
1951. Our marriage was recorded by the registrar on 26 April
1951 and celebrated on 2 May. (…)
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research programme

L. Katzarkov, M. Kontsevich

Simons Collaboration
on HMS
Simons Collaborations are high level
funding programs awarded by the
Simons Foundation with the objective
of addressing a theoretical topic of
fundamental scientific importance,
where a significant new development
creates a novel area for exploration or
provides a new direction for progress
in an established field.
Launched in late 2015, the Simons
Collaboration on Homological
Mirror Symmetry brings together a
group of leading mathematicians
working towards the goal of proving
Homological Mirror Symmetry (HMS)
in full generality, and fully exploring its
applications.
In January 2017, the University of Miami hosted a workshop organized by
the Simons collaborators on HMS. All
videos are available on the University
of Miami YouTube Channel: https://
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRvRIIEdQFMuCX5rrlHyA2Y3RrJGMXGyc
In May 2017, Simons Collaboration on
HMS also organized a workshop on
"Homological mirror symmetry and
higher genus invariants" at Simons
Center for Geometry and Physics
(SCGP) (Stonybrook, USA).
All videos are available on the SCGP
website: http://scgp.stonybrook.
edu/video_portal/results.php?event_
id=213

Homological
Mirror
Symmetry

T

he study of Geometry in the 20th Century was devoted, in large part and with
astounding success, to the classification and parametrization of geometrical objects.
However, these objects, of various kinds, were uniformly viewed somehow as « sets
of points ». Along the way, the relationship with categorical structures grew steadily.
In 1994 the PI of Simons collaborations M. Kontsevich introduced of HMS - Homological Mirror
Symmetry. As a result a subtle change was introduced, and « Geometry » began to be seen
within categorical structures. In addition the concurrent development of the theory of higher
stacks meant that geometric structures were no longer viewed just as « sets of points » but
rather as objects enclosing higher structures.

As we head into the second decade of the 21st Century, elementary particle physics is on the
crux of a profound revolution to be brought about by the new experimental results coming out of
the LHC at CERN. These will serve to identify which of the multitude of theoretical possibilities
are currently open, best address quantum field theory at the high energy scale. The main goal of
those theories is to tell which are the right parameters. So there will soon be a lot of work to do
on the theoretical side, and this will surely require new tools and a new approach.

Model of a Kummer surface

With the relationship between HMS and supersymmetric
theories, with the relationship between higher
categories and TQFT, with the relationship between
partition functions and nonabelian cohomology,
the categorical structures are becoming crucial
for understanding these new panoramas in
theoretical physics. The geometry in the 21st
Century, and its application to physics, will
involve the study of new kinds of objects for
which the notion of categorical structure plays
a primordial role. The objects we have described
below are some of the main candidates of new
and original techniques which are being developed
in bringing different areas of mathematics and physics
together.

A new team was created in IHES in order to tackle these questions. The team includes
M. Kontsevich, F. Haiden, C. Simpson, L. Katzarkov, P. Pandit and it is a part of Simon's Collaboration
grant.
The main directions of their work are:
- Establishing the foundations of Categorical Kähler Geometry. The team develops a Categorical
Donaldson Uhlenbeck Yau correspondence.
- Establishing connection ODE - filtration in categories. The team takes a new categorical look
at the classical theory of center manifolds.

Ludmil Katzarkov, professor at Univ. Wien
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associate professors

Israel Gelfand Chair
My research reflects
a keen interest for
geometric analysis,
taste acquired from
Louis Nirenberg my main PhD mentor, with a vivid
interest in hyperbolic partial differential equations
and their multiple applications to physical problems,
stimulated by my second thesis advisor F. John. I was
lucky to take part in the remarkable development of
what might be called Lorentzian Geometric Analysis
in the last half century. This is now a subject in its
own right with a proper methodology and many
remarkable achievements though, alas, still far
less known than its cousin, Riemannian Geometric
Analysis. At a formal level, there is no difference
between the two; they both deal with similar
geometric concepts such as connections, metrics,
curvature etc. The difference appears, and is major,
when we concentrate on specific problems which
require one to solve partial differential equations.
Those are typically second order elliptic systems in
Riemannian geometry and second order systems of
wave equations in Lorentzian geometry. There are

many such equations of great interest in Lorentzian
geometry but none as central and beautiful as the
Einstein field equations, the basic equations of
General Relativity. At the time of my doctoral studies
at the Courant Institute very few mathematicians
in the US were studying General Relativity. Yet, it
turned out that the result of my thesis had a natural
connection to a famous open problem in GR, the
problem of stability of the Minkowski space. The
connection, first pointed out to me by S.T. Yau in 1978,
took me to an exciting twelve year adventure through
the marvelous subject of GR which led ultimately to
a solution of the problem in collaboration with D.
Christodoulou. After that, I was hooked.
In the last ten years I have been working on
problems connected to black holes, more precisely
the problems of rigidity, stability and collapse which
I like to call "mathematical tests of reality of black
holes". The problem of stability, for example, tests
the stability of the Kerr solutions, which are specific
explicit solutions of the Einstein equations, under
arbitrarily small perturbations. Since the concept

of a black holes is based on these Kerr solutions, a
mathematical proof of instability would contradict
their physical reality. The stability problem is now
a very active area of research with various teams
of mathematicians trying to prove that black holes
do indeed exist not only in theory, as mathematical
artifacts, but also in physical reality.
Here in Paris I am working right now with Jeremie
Szeftel, from University Paris 6, on a first proof of the
nonlinear stability of the Schwarzschild spacetime,
a special case of the more general Kerr spaces, for
restricted perturbations. This is a project we have
started almost six years ago and which, hopefully we
could soon complete. The road ahead for a full proof
of stability, remains a distant goal. The wonderful
thing about this, however, is that the problem
stimulates a lot of beautiful and deep mathematics
as well as great companionship
Sergiu Klainerman,
associate professor at IHES

Schlumberger Chair
One of the most
rapidly
growing
areas in science
is that at the intersection of biology, physics,
and mathematics. While driven by experimental
advances enabling unprecedented quantification
of biological processes, this expansion also derives
from a change in mindset of the physics community,
which has embraced fundamental issues at the
heart of biology. Among these is the origin of
multicellularity – how and why unicellular organisms
evolved to become larger (with more cells), and more
complex (with multiple cell types). This is the focus
of much of my research, and while at the IHES I have
given a series of lectures explaining how experiment
and theory meet in addressing it.
My group in Cambridge combines physicists,
mathematicians, and biologists in the study
of organisms that shed light on the origins of

multicellularity. These include a lineage of green
algae spanning from single cells to species
consisting of 50,000 cells, which allows study of
scaling laws that underlie the uni-to-multicellular
transition, and issues of distributed control that arise
in sensing and response of organisms with so many
parts, yet no central nervous system. These species
also exhibit aspects of development that serve as
models for processes in higher organisms, such as
gastrulation.
We also study phenomena in fluid dynamics,
such as dynamic interconversion of minimal
surfaces. A classical problem in mathematics is the
determination of the minimal surface that spans
a given contour, realized in the laboratory as a
soap film supported by a wire frame. Often, a small
deformation of the frame renders the supported
surface unstable, triggering a rapid dynamical
process to a new minimal surface. Despite the
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enormous body of work on minimal surfaces
themselves, the understanding of these dynamical
problems is at a very early stage. I devoted my final
lecture at the IHES to explaining recent advances in
this area that have arisen through a combination of
high-speed imaging and stability theory.
While at the IHES I have enjoyed extensive
discussions with the extended group of mathematical
biologists here, exchanging ideas about problems in
evolutionary and developmental biology, as well as
some intriguing problems in electrophysiology. I have
also had the opportunity to work on more applied
problems, such as the mathematics of friction within
bundles of fibrous materials. I expect these will form
the basis for fruitful future collaborations.
Raymond E. Goldstein,
associate professor at IHES

tribute

IHES, by Marcel
Berger (1988)
Perhaps more than any other
discipline, pure mathematics is a cumulative
science: theories once demonstrated are
acquired once and for all. This in no way
stops it from becoming a more dynamic
science than ever and an expanding one.
Theories can evolve in the light of new
thinking and lend themselves to unexpected
reasoning. Despite the level of abstraction of
some of its branches, despite its difficulty
– always temporary and vanquished - in
communicating with other major disciplines,
mathematics offers an ever growing
community immense fields of knowledge
that are both amazingly intellectually
effective and aesthetically pleasing. To
maintain the pace of development of their
field and their usefulness to others, the
following also needs to be made widely
available to researchers: meetings, debates,
seminars, head-to-head exchanges between
scholars on the one hand and on the other
hand the ability to enjoy more or less
temporary periods of absolute calm. IHES is
one of the rare places on earth that permits
this.
It can be said that till the end of the 19th
century, physics was the work of learned
people who were mathematicians as much
as physicists: Archimedes, Pascal, Newton,
Leibnitz, Gauss, Ampère, Maxwell, Poincaré.
Yet with the current increase in knowledge
and the extent of experimentation, physicists
and mathematicians have gone their
separate ways, as it were. This has been no
divorce, rather the separation of Siamese
twins: interaction and cross-fertilisation
started right from the start of the 20th
century. Mathematicians are propelled by
two forces which we cannot and should not
try to separate: a contemplative research
of nature and the needs of other sciences,
those of physics in particular. In the same
way, physics develops of itself and also
with the help of mathematics as the latter
is created. (...) This cross-fertilisation
enables physics to both rest on a solid
foundation and to increase its capacity for
predictive science. Given the increasing
importance of the relationship between
physics and mathematics, it was natural
that the Institute’s founder should develop a
theoretical physics section.

M. Berger in the beginning of 1990s'

Tribute to Marcel Berger

B

orn on 14 April 1927, Marcel Berger
earned a degree in mathematics
(1951) at Ecole Normale Supérieure,
Paris, and a degree in physics
(1953) from the University of Paris where he
also obtained his doctorate in 1954. He joined
the CNRS in 1951 and held positions in different
universities in France, Strasbourg, Nice and
Paris, and also abroad, at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the University of
California at Berkeley. In 1985, he became
Director of IHES, a post he held until 1994.
He was President of the Mathematical
Society of France (1979-1981), corresponding
member of the Academy of Sciences of Paris
and member of the American Mathematical
Society. He received academic honours and
was made Officer of the Legion of Honour.
A wide spectrum Riemannian geometer,
Marcel Berger is credited with the ¼-pinching
sphere theorem, which became one of the
starting points for global geometry. Right from
when he was preparing his thesis under the
supervision of A. Lichnerowicz, he worked on
the holonomy groups of Riemannian metrics,
the first list of which he produced in 1955.
This work was later taken up by J. Simons and
many others, as the topic of holonomy groups
had become of great interest in theoretical
physics from the end of the 1980s.
Marcel Berger was the author of two
authoritative mathematics course books:
Differential Geometry, Manifolds, Curves and
Surfaces, co-written with B. Gostiaux (PUF),
and Geometry (Cassini editions). His influence
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extends beyond his publications and his books
and studies inspired a broader audience than
his students.
His seminar and his influence in the
organisation of his friend Arthur L. Besse’s
round tables are important elements of Marcel
Berger’s mathematical legacy. Participants
in his Riemannian geometry seminar at
Université Paris VII in the 1980s and 1990s
were both seasoned mathematicians and
young researchers. For them, it represented a
rare opportunity for lively, informal interactions
and a source of inspiration.
When he was director, IHES recruited
J. Bourgain in 1985 (who was to be awarded the
Fields medal in 1994) and T. Damour in 1989.
He was also instrumental in disseminating
M. Gromov’s work in France.

IHES will host the "Riemannian
Geometry: Past, Present, Future, a
homage to Marcel Berger" conference
organised by P. Bérard (Institut Fourier,
Grenoble), G. Besson (CNRS &
Université Grenoble Alpes) and
P. Pansu (Université Paris-Sud) from 6
to 9 December 2017. The conference’s
scientific committee members are
W. Ballmann (Universität Bonn),
L. Bérard Bergery (Université de
Lorraine), J.-P. Bourguignon (CNRS
& IHES), Y. C. de Verdière (Université
Grenoble Alpes), M. Gromov (IHES),
J. Lafontaine (Université de Montpellier).

development

Cercle des Mécènes
In July 2016, IHES launched its Cercle des Mécènes, dedicated to bringing together partners,
both corporate and individual, who share a passion for science and commit to preserving the
way research is undertaken at IHES.
Results for the first year are extremely positive with 100 000€ raised and a very high level
programme of scientific events offered: mathematics classes with Emmanuel Ullmo and
breakfasts with Thibault Damour then Alain Connes. These exceptional meetings enabled
donors to interact directly with those who are producing contemporary science.

IHES online
 IHES launched its new website in
December. To find out all you need to
know about the programme of events,
the Institute’s scientific community and
news, go to www.ihes.fr

In September, Gabriele Veneziano will be addressing donors on string theory. He will review the
scientific context in 1967 which led in the summer of 1968 to his discovery of the "Veneziano
amplitude", the starting point for string theory.
F
 or further information on how to join the Cercle des Mécènes and the programme, please
contact: Marie Caillat (caillat@ihes.fr)

 With high-level content and quality
filming, the Institute’s YouTube
channel has just reached 10 000
subscribers and over a million views!

E. Ullmo

Scientific
Cooperation
in China
and Japan

 For further news on IHES and
fundamental research in general, the
Institute is also on Facebook.

Alain Connes

Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, IHES Director from 1994 to 2013 and emeritus professor since 2013,
Nicolaas H. Kuiper Chair holder, continues to develop the Institute’s activities in Asia. He travelled
to Hong Kong where he presented the IHES’ scientific news to supporters of the Institute, who
had been invited by the Consulate.
The IHES Support Committee, the French Embassy in Japan and a dozen Japanese companies
were able to discuss the Institute’s latest developments with Jean-Pierre Bourguignon over a
lunch presided by Ambassador Thierry Dana.
This Asian trip ended with a lunch organised by the Shanghai Consulate, alongside the
conference in honour of Alain Connes’ 70th birthday. Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, Alain Connes and
Sir Michael Atiyah took this opportunity to exchange with Chinese media on the importance of
mathematics.
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point of view by....

Spencer Bloch
Spencer Bloch is R.M. Hutchins Professor Emeritus at the University of Chicago.
He has done considerable work at IHES, especially with P. Cartier, F. Brown,
D. Kreimer and P. Vanhove at IHES. He has been associate professor and Israel
Gelfand Chair holder at IHES since 2014.

I first visited the IHES one day in early
June, 1968. My memory is totally unreliable,
but certainly A. Weil, J. Tate, A. Grothendieck,
and J.-P. Serre were present. Tate was
lecturing. The main building of the institute
was smaller in those days, and it seems to me
the blackboard was positioned roughly where
the coffee machine is today. I remember Tate
became annoyed at comments from the
audience and said “Mon dieu!” Then Weil said
he wanted to go for a walk. Or perhaps the
walk preceeded the lecture.
1968 was a rather interesting year in France.
There were riots in Paris, and the smell of
teargas was pervasive. The B line was not
operating regularly, so I didn’t get to Bures often.
My thesis advisor, S. Kleiman, was working with
Grothendieck. Steve was proud of this work (on
the Picard scheme), but there were tensions. I
didn’t meet Grothendieck. (This may seem odd,
but mathematicians are odd. Indeed, I only met
Grothendieck once in my life. At that meeting,
I inquired about the "standard conjectures"
of Grothendieck, which Kleiman had once
proposed for my thesis topic. Grothendieck
replied that perhaps they would be solved before
he died. In this, he was to be disappointed. The
conjectures remain open to this day.)
Of course, 49 years is a long time. The
institute has changed a lot. It’s bigger, more
active, more exciting. Mathematics is bigger
and more open as well. I find myself talking to
physicists, which I never ever used to do. In fact
the whole idea of "talking" or communicating

 2 017/2018
events
From 6 to 8 September 2017,
IHES - Freshers’ welcome for
the FMJH Master’s program
9 October 2017, IHES
Freshers’ welcome for the
Hadamard PhD School of
Mathematics
From 24 to 27 October 2017,
IHES - Quantum Gravity:
Physics and Philosophy –
conference organised by G.
Catren, T. Damour, E. During and
F. Zalamea.

has changed. The book in the tea room listing
universities, most particularly Orsay. I would
upcoming lectures used to have whole pages
frequently attend seminars at Orsay, and gave
blank. One came to the institute, one went to
lectures myself. I remember I gave a series
one’s office, and one got to work. Nowadays,
of lectures on motivic cohomology. Actually,
most math papers have several authors, but
I have forgotten the precise content of my
in the 60’s this was not the case. Let me tell a
lectures. What I remember is that there was a
personal story. During much of my working life,
restaurant in Le Guichet which we particularly
my intellectual hero (indeed, the intellectual
favored. On seminar days, everyone would pile
hero for most algebraic geometers coming
into a couple of cars and we would hustle off
to the institute) was P. Deligne. I would never
to the restaurant. Of course, lunches in French
disturb him in his office, but communication
restaurants being what they are (or anyway
at
lunch
was
what they used to
possible. I was
be) things would
"The institute has changed
working on what
proceed
slowly,
has come to be
and at the end
a lot. It’s bigger, more active,
known as the
we would have
more exciting. Mathematics
de
Rham-Witt
to run to the cars
is bigger and more open as
complex in p-adic
and race back to
cohomology. One
well. I find myself talking to
Orsay to arrive on
day at lunch, Pierre
time for the talk.
physicists, which I never ever
told me there was
Curious how
used to do."
an error in my
one’s mind settles
text. The error was
on
the
little
trivial, I had changed some text and neglected
things. Conversations at lunch, walking in the
to change subsequent references, but that
institute woods in August and being attacked
wasn’t the point. P. Deligne was reading my
by the aoûtats, playing volleyball at Ormaille...
paper!! It may seem strange in this era of the
A mathematical institute is more than just a
internet and Math ArXiv, when everyone reads
hotel with blackboards. The IHES over the
everyone’s paper, but it is interesting to reflect
years has been spectacularly successful as
on how things have changed and on what
a mathematical center, and it has been my
the deeper consequences of these outward
pleasure to participate. Every now and then
changes will be.
when I go to tea and enjoy one of those nice
At least in algebraic geometry, the institute
madeleine cookies, I think back on what a
had close relations with nearby French
fascinating journey it was.

7 November, New York, Friends
of IHES Gala on Artificial
Intelligence with Y. Lecun
From 6 to 9 December 2017,
IHES - Riemannian Geometry:
Past, Present and Future, a
Homage to Marcel Berger
– conference organised by P.
Bérard, G. Besson and P. Pansu.
From 8 to 12 January 2018,
IHES - Hamiltonian Methods
in strongly Coupled Quantum
Field Theory - Workshop
organised by S. Rychkov.

From 5 to 9 March 2018, IHES
Schlumberger conference,
dual math/bio event,"From
Molecules and Cells to Human
Health" – organised by N. Segev,
A. Harel-Bellan, M. Gromov and
N. Morozova.

From 11 to 15 June 2018, IHES
Arithmetic and Algebraic
Geometry - conference in
honour of Ofer Gabber on the
occasion of his 60th birthday,
organised by A. Abbes, S. Bloch,
L. Illusie and B. Mazur.

From 9 to 12 April 2018, IHES
GOMAX2018 Workshop

28 June 2018, IHES
A day in honour of Pascal
Massart on the occasion of his
60th birthday.

From 14 to 18 May 2018, IHES
ERC AAMOT closing
conference organised by M.
Harris and G. Henniart
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From 9 to 20 July 2018, IHES
"Supersymmetric localization
and exact results" Summer
school – organised by E.
Pomoni, B. Le Floch and M.
Yamazaki.
December 2018, IHES
Colloquium in honour of Alain
Valette for his 60th birthday,
organised by I. Chatterjee, Y.
Cornulier, S. Moon, R. Tessera
and Y. Stalder.

Cours de l'IHES start again in September 2017.
Full details on the IHES website.

